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Resource Person:  

 

Mr Hanu Yedluri, Founder & CEO of instaemi.com, brainlabs.ai etc.,  

 

Hanu is a seasoned leader with more than 22 years of experience in Fintech, Leading Tech, 

Wealth tech, Edtech & Legal Domain. He has a vast expertise in Data Analytics, Product Design, 

Operations & Process Automation. He worked for Global companies like Bank of America, 

Merrill Lynch and Orlans Associates. 

 

 

Description of the Program: 

 

IT department planned to organize a series of webinars on emerging technologies for faculty and 

research scholars to improve the research potentiality in this region. As the part of series of 

webinars department of Information Technology organized one-day national online webinar on 

“Application of Artificial Intelligence across Industry Domains”. This webinar has received an 

overwhelming response.  267 out of 362 registered participants turned up during the session. 

Faculty members, research scholars, students from of various educational institutions and 

industry people have participated and made it grand success.   

 

Dr. Bulla Premamayudu, Program Coordinator, introduced the resource person Mr. Hanu 

Yedluri and welcomed all the delegates and participants to the webinar. He conveyed, the 

motivation to conduct, the objectives and goals of this webinar. He requested Dr K V Krishna 

Kishore HoD IT, to start the webinar and for his opening remarks. 

 



 

Dr. Kolli Venkata Krishna Kishore, Head of the Department, Information Technology & Dean 

Library and IT services welcomed the resource person in his opening remarks. He expressed AI 

is nothing but a Human Machine, which acts like human by learning, understanding such that a 

decision maker. In this context, he explained the advancements of AI and how it became as part 

of human life through mobile navigator, virtual assistant like Alexa and Cortana etc., He 

expressed that it has acquired its roll in different domains like Business AI, Life-Saving AI, 

Entertainment AI etc., He requested Mr Hanu Yedluri to take over the session and enlighten the 

insights of AI to all participants. 

Mr.Hanu Yedluri has explained what is Artificial Intelligence , Industry perspective , Types of 

AI, What are the skills are required, Roles of Artificial Intelligence , Impact of AI on Business 

and Technology , How AI Applications are used in education and banking, What Supervised 

Learning, Supervised Machine Learning, Unsupervised Machine Learning, Reinforcement 

machine learning,  What is deep learning , Difference between Deep learning and Machine 

learning with various factors, Common models used for different problem category , Regression,  

Classification and Cluttering and Data services in  DS Vs AI, AI Vs ML, ML Vs DL.  

 

Mr. Sivakoteswararao Chinnam, Program Coordinator thanked the resource person for his 

valuable, outstanding, and overwhelming presentation. He expressed this webinar has given 

insights of applicability of Artificial Intelligence in different business domains like Fintech, 

Health Care and E-Learning etc., He thanked Mr Hanu Yedluri for his valuable thoughts, and 

this program has opened up the different directions to scholars and students for further 

application in research areas.  

 

He also thanked every participant for their active participation during entire session. He also 

appreciated other program coordinators Dr. Bulla Premamayudu, and Mrs. Ketapalli Gayatri, of 

Department of IT for their efforts to make this webinar a grand success.  

Also, he expressed his sincere thanks to Dr. L. Rathaiah Garu Chairman, Vignan,s group of 

institutions, Vice-Chancellor Dr. M.Y.S. Prasad and HOD,IT Dr. K. V Krishna Kishore for given 

an opportunity to organize this webinar in our campus. 

 

Feed Back: 

All the participants expressed very positive feedback. They expressed its an outstanding 

and motivational. This  webinar “Application of Artificial Intelligence across industry domains” 

met the program objectives and all the participants appreciated the sessions by our Resource 

Person and the arrangements made by the organizers.  

 



 

Snapshots of the Program: 

1. Brochure of the Webinar 

 

 
 



 

2. Gallery of Session 



 



 



 

 

 

 


